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When Samantha Monteiro launched Perfect Match, Inc. a few years ago, she never imagined her

matchmaking business would be booming while her own love life floundered. When her business

partner drags her out of hiding to attend the wedding of one of their successful client matches, she

meets a dancer with a dark past and a penchant for secrecy who excites her in a way she hadn't

thought possible. Samantha wonders if Lucinda Moss is the key to solving not one but two matches

that have eluded Samantha since everything around her fell apart, or if she is destined to find love

for everyone but herself. In a world where nothing is constant, Lucinda has learned to keep herself

emotionally at arm's length and given up on the chance to find true happiness. Can the notorious

Miss Match help her forget her troubled past?
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I got an advanced copy of this book and it is AWESOME!!! I cannot believe this is a first novel for

Riley; the story telling is sophisticated, thorough, believable, and just plain sexy.The story starts with

Lucinda (a dancer now turned PR/Marketing exec) & Samantha (a Boston based Matchmaker) who

meet at a wedding and hit it off. They meet up after the wedding when Samantha asks Lucinda for

help with a current client, asking her for dance lessons to help the client build grace and confidence

that will help the client find a match. The story, attraction, and romance builds â€“ along with

concerns about whether or not they should take the risk being together.Samantha is hiding a past

scandalous break up from going public and had used Lucindaâ€™s PR firm to help cover it up â€“



can they risk being together if this were to ever be leaked? How bad will it look if people find out that

Samantha has had trouble with her own relationships â€“ how can she be trusted to find love for

others? Lucinda is also at risk because she has been newly appointed to head of the PR/Marketing

firm and needs to make sure confidential cases stay confidential â€“ plus she carries a dark past

with a lot of loss and has to decide if she can put her heart on the line again, even for sexy

Samantha.This book has excellent character development, flow, detail, chemistry, conflict, and

believability. Riley tells the story in a way that we get to know each characterâ€™s flaws,

insecurities, weaknesses, dreams, and desires. The conflict builds well and is carried throughout the

story and the conflict resolution is mature and realistic.As a reader you are transported in to the

book and can see and feel the story play out.
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